Luxury Liveaboard Diving in Indonesia
Water Adventure Ocean Wide

Luxury means a dive cruise with Water Adventure
Ocean Wide (WAOW.) By sailing vessel, visitors
can discover the exotic coastlines of Indonesia;
from Bali to Wakatobi, experience these magical
waters and explore a mythical collection of islands
on board an exceptional vessel.
WAOW, based in Bali’s Serangan Harbour, was
born from a love of the ocean, a particular
passion for diving and a desire to introduce the
wonders of the Indonesian Archipelago with
likeminded explorers.
The “WAOW” is a 58 metre three masted sailing
vessel; constructed entirely from iron wood using
traditional building methods, it evokes the spirit
of the southern seas and encompasses adventure,
comfort and quality. The vessel offers nine
beautiful cabins for guests, crew accommodation,
dive equipment and multi-media equipment.
WAOW itineraries on offer visit destinations that
are truly out of a dream; since 2012, the WAOW
sails to the most popular and beloved destinations
in the Indonesian Archipelago, including Komodo,
Alor, Ambon, Raja Ampat and Triton Bay.
A dedicated team, led by Michel Devine, are on
hand to ensure each guest has the best time
possible on board.

Diving with WAOW
The WAOW has been designed with the diver in
mind. Scuba diving is the principle past time offered
on board, and the vessel is therefore extremely
well equipped whilst the professional crew can
offer over 30 year’s diving experience. WAOW
have a range capacity for extended expeditions for
the entire Indonesian Archipelago, and can take
their guests on adventures to explore destinations
as mysterious as they are remote.
Offering modern and well maintained facilities for
hassle free diving, WAOW also ensure the safety of
their guests; their state of the art yet non-intrusive
safety systems provide ample support during
remote diving operations and operate multiple
dive speed boats from the main ship to ensure
small dive groups. The on board crew take care
of transport, cleaning and stocking of equipment
and, should the guest require, they can clean and
stock camera equipment.
In addition to such first class facilities as
compressors, scuba tanks and NITROX fills, WAOW
also provide a rental service for those who don’t
want the hassle of travelling with their own spaceconsuming equipment.

The Dive Experience
To take full advantage of the beautiful dive spots
the WAOW can reach, each day guests are invited to
join a comprehensive and informative dive briefing.
Before taking the water, an underwater map is
shown and explained in detail by one of the expert
guides on board, whilst specific photos, relating
to areas of special interest, will also be displayed.
The accuracy and detail of these maps are the
result of years of exploration, further highlighting
WAOW’s commitment to professionalism and the
strength of their experience.
Dive groups will be separated in the tenders by
experience levels and types of dives requested.
On the return to WAOW deck showers and
cleaning tanks will be available for rinsing off
with fresh water.
offer incredible introduction to diving sessions
for beginners; those new to the underwater
world can also complete their diving certificate
after their pool and theory exams.
Those on board the WAOW can guarantee a
feeling of total exclusivity.
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